
 
UFO Pink Lemonade Shandy, Latest Flavor Adventure from UFO Beers,  

is Now Available 
  

UFO Beers Introduces UFO Pink Lemonade Shandy,  
an Unfiltered Offering to Welcome the Summer Season 

 

Boston, MA & Windsor, VT – April 30, 2018 – It’s summertime (somewhere!) and UFO 

Beers invites you to sip into the season with its newest refreshing, unfiltered offering made to 

inspire some summer fun: UFO Pink Lemonade Shandy. Available now, this summer 

seasonal is packed with a sunny citrusy tang, at a drinkable 4.4 percent ABV, that’s perfect for 

backyard barbeques, sunny beach days, and relaxing staycations. UFO Pink Lemonade Shandy 

is available now through August on shelves, in twelve-ounce cans and bottles, and on tap. 

 

"Shandys are nothing new for us here at UFO Beers, and we’re especially proud of this one," 

says Al Marzi, Chief Brewing Officer for UFO Beers. "As always, our brewmasters spent many 

hours working to perfect this delicious new recipe and we’re excited for everyone to get a 

chance to try UFO Pink Lemonade Shandy.” 

 

Shandys, which traditionally combine a light wheat beer or lager and fruit juice, were made for 

UFO Beers – an innovative collection of flavorful wheat beers, featuring popular fruit trends and 

year-round favorite flavors. UFO Pink Lemonade Shandy is the latest seasonal offering from 

UFO Beers, and the third new brew launched this year, among the increasingly popular flavored 

beer market, which has exploded by a whopping 80 percent over a five-year period, according 

to new data from market research firm Mintel.  

 

UFO Pink Lemonade Shandy is the latest “flavor adventure” in the UFO Beers lineup, and a 

brand-new summer seasonal for 2018. Year-round unfiltered wheat beers include UFO White, 

UFO Pineapple, UFO Raspberry and UFO Hefeweizen. A new UFO website chock-full of info 

about UFO Beers, along with mouth-watering food and cocktail recipes utilizing UFO Pineapple, 

is available at www.ufobeer.com. 

  

About UFO Beers 

UFO is a portfolio of wheat beers that’s a little bit different, a little more refreshing and 

flavorful, and most importantly, a beer that everyone can enjoy. The name UFO stands for 

UnFiltered Offering; all UFO beers are unfiltered, leaving the yeast suspended in the beer which 

creates its signature cloudy appearance. UFO hit the scene in 1998 with a Hefeweizen. Since 

then the UFO line has grown to include flavorful year-round offerings like UFO White Ale and 

UFO Pineapple, and fresh seasonal offerings such as UFO Winter Blonde and UFO Apricadabra. 

http://www.ufobeer.com/


The UFO line of unfiltered wheat beers is brewed by the Mass. Bay Brewing Company in Boston, 

MA and Windsor, VT. More info can be found at www.ufobeer.com. 
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